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Compact dimensions, large storage capacity and dynamic acceleration – in terms of versatility and  
flexibility, light commercial vehicles are in a league of their own. Since vans weighing up to 3.5 tonnes  
only require a category B driving licence, this type of vehicle is frequently requested in logistics.

3.5 tonnes of benefits
Alphabet services for light  
commercial vehicles

Customised commercial vehicle solutions
Whatever your commercial vehicle requirements, Alphabet makes sure you get the most out of your  
vehicle. As one of the leading full-service leasing specialists, we offer innovative solutions for all vehicle 
makes and models, including environmentally friendly and cost-effective electric vehicles. The combi- 
nation of Alphabet’s individual advising, best in class leasing conditions and professional all-round service 
creates a package that offers added value and a range of benefits.

Advantages  

  Special guidelines for light commercial vehicle returns and assessment 
  24-hour claims hotline
  Maintenance and repairs (also with a closed account) Tyre service (also with a closed-end lease)
  Fees and taxes
  Insurance including claims management
  Fuel management
  Labelling and in-vehicle installations
  Online reporting
  Inspection and processing of service invoices



Alphabet finance leasing
Keeping you financially mobile

Whether for business or for private use, commercial vehicles are truly spaceful, offering the comfort  
of a passenger vehicle while being fast, safe and cost-effective. With a finance lease from Alphabet,  
you can benefit from an attractive, fixed monthly fee.  

Choose the mileage and duration at the beginning of the contract and drive off in a modern, reliable  
commercial vehicle that keeps you financially mobile by keeping you free from capital commitments.  
And thanks to fixed fees, you can also keep track of your finances.

Advantages  

  Attractive monthly usage fees
  Planning security thanks to fixed monthly fees
  Reduced capital commitments
   No return damage settlements at the end of the contractual period if you take advantage  

of the option to purchase
  No mileage limit if you take advantage of the option to purchase



Fully equipped to meet  
virtually any requirement
Customised installations  
and labelling

Shelving, boxing and case systems help to create order in the vehicle, optimising loading space and  
increasing functionality. Alphabet partners with renowned manufacturers to provide fully equipped  
vehicle solutions that meet virtually any requirement – from standard installations to special industry  
installations and all types of labelling. Alphabet offers a first-class service here, too. This begins with  
expert advice from the manufacturer, comprises handling installation logistics and extends to delivery  
of the fully equipped vehicle.

Advantages  

  Attractive leasing terms via Alphabet through its partners
  Installations can be calculated into the leasing rate
  Expert advice from the manufacturer
  Handling of the installation logistics and complete, direct delivery by the manufacturer and the garage
  High level of customisation



At Alphabet, you can count on 
top terms and a first-class  
service for commercial vehicles.
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